
God Calling
A.J. Russell
The message of comfort and hope that
breathes through the pages of God
Calling was forged out of adversity, and
as a result has touched the hearts of mil-
lions, making this one of the bestselling
devotional books of all time.
Circle Books; 2005; RELIGION/DEVO-
TIONAL, Hb-9781905047420,
$12.95/£7.99, 300pp, H5.5xW4.25
inches/H140xW105mm; Ebk-
9781780994864, $9.99/£6.99. (Rights sold
in USA)

I Am With You
John Woolley
First published in 1985, and now in its
10th printing, I Am With You has been
the best-selling devotional in the UK
since then. These words of divine en-
couragement were given to John Wool-
ley in his work as a hospital chaplain,
and have since inspired and uplifted
tens of thousands, even changed their
lives.
Circle Books; 2005; RELIGION/DEVO-
TIONAL, Hb-9780853053415,
$NA/£9.99, 288pp; Pb-9781903816998,
$12.99/£6.99, 280pp, H6xW4
inches/H150xW100mm; Ebk-
9781780994857, $9.99/£6.99.

Fall, The
Steve Taylor
Human achievement versus war, patri-
archy and social inequality.
…highly readable and enlightening, as the
author’s acute mind is at all times imbued
with the higher faculty of spiritual aware-
ness. Eckhart Tolle
Iff Books; 2005; HISTORY/CIVILIZA-
TION, Pb-9781905047208, $24.95/£12.99,
352pp; Ebk-9781846946332, $17.99/£9.99.

Reclaiming Yourself from Binge Eating
Leora Fulvio, MFT
Win the war against binge eating; wake
up each morning at peace with your
body, unafraid of food and overeating.
…readable, engaging and eye opening… I
highly recommend this book. Joanna Pop-
pink
Ayni Books; 2014; HEALTH & FIT-
NESS/WOMEN’S HEALTH, Pb-
9781780996806, $26.95/£15.99, 340pp;
Ebk-9781780996813, $15.99/£9.99.

Punk Science: Inside the Mind of God
Manjir Samanta-Laughton
Experiences of God, psychic abilities,
extraordinary healing and angelic
encounters are becoming more common,
but most scientists say that such phe-
nomena are not possible, or “real”; so
what is going on?
…an extraordinary journey from the micro-
cosm of the atom to the macrocosm of the
Universe and all stops in between. Bruce H.
Lipton
Iff Books; 2006; RELIGION/RELIGION
& SCIENCE, Pb-9781905047932,
$22.95/£12.99, 336pp.

Why Materialism Is Baloney
Bernardo Kastrup
A hard-nosed, logical, and skeptic non-
materialist metaphysics according to
which the body is in mind, not mind in
the body.
…another nail in the coffin of the supersti-
tion of materialism. Deepak Chopra
Iff Books; 2014; PHILOSOPHY/META-
PHYSICS, Pb-9781782793625,
$22.95/£12.99, 250pp; Ebk-
9781782793618, $16.99/£9.99.

Brief Peeks Beyond: Critical essays on
metaphysics, neuroscience, free will,
skepticism and culture
Bernardo Kastrup
An incisive, original, compelling alterna-
tive to current mainstream cultural
views and assumptions.
Better than any book I’ve come across,
Bernardo Kastrup’s collection of essays con-
fronts two mysteries that must be urgently
solved…reality…knowledge… Deepak
Chopra
Iff Books; 2015; PHILOSOPHY/META-
PHYSICS, Pb-9781785350184,
$22.95/£12.99, 251pp; Ebk-
9781785350191, $9.99/£6.99.

Integration: The Power of Being
Co-Active in Work and Life
Ann Betz and Karen Kimsey-House
Examines how we came to be polarized
in our dealing with self and other, and
what we can do to move from an ei-
ther/or state to a more effective and ful-
filling way of being.
Only once in a great while a book comes
along that articulates exactly what is ailing
us as well as offers a cure. Integration is that
book! Marshall Goldsmith
Changemakers Books; 2015; BMS/IN-
SPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH,
Pb-9781782798651, $20.95/£12.99, 188pp;
Ebk-9781782798668, $12.99/£7.99.
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Striking at the Roots: A Practical Guide
to Animal Activism
Mark Hawthorne
Activists from around the globe explain
why their models of activism have been
successful – and how you can become
involved.
…activists will find this guide from veteran
animal-rights crusader Hawthorne detailed,
straightforward and highly practical…
Publisher’s Weekly
Changemakers Books; 2008; NA-
TURE/ANIMAL RIGHTS, Pb-
9781846940910, $19.95/£9.99, 304pp;
Ebk-9781846946530, $14.99/£7.99.

Destination of the Species: The Riddle of
Human Existence
Michael Meacher
What is the purpose of existence, and
what are we here for? This book seeks to
answer just that question. Government
minister seeks meaning of life, the
universe and everything.
…a man of great courage and imagination,
and he sees a pattern in life and tries to
bring it out in a way that is both interesting
and challenging… Tony Benn
Iff Books; 2010; PHILOSOPHY/META-
PHYSICS, Pb-9781846942631,
$19.95/£9.99, 251pp; Ebk-9781846946318,
$14.99/£7.99.
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